Today I am in Subject One’s room. His roommate is Subject Five, but known on the floor as Blackballs, due to a Halo named Subject One forced him to take.

- Both beds are worn in- not made
- 2 fold out comfy lawn chairs in the center of the room facing tv
- I (heart) BEER poster
- Clothes piled in corners, clothes under the desk
- “The floor is there for a reason. If it’s clear, you’re not using it.” –Subject One
- Don’t hear much from Subject Five (Blackballs)- mostly just sits at his computer or lays in his bed doing work or searching the net
- Music in the background- “If I had a Million Dollars” (easy listening)
- Has a Halo Mix- Halo songs- but he never really listens to it
- His playlist includes country, techno, pop, and NOT PUNK
- Dixie Chicks, SheDaisy, Alan Jackson, Brad Paisley
- Techno- what you hear at the bars
- Shoes are all over the floor, there are socks, laundry basket right in the middle of the room
- Subject One isn’t being nearly as obscene as normal because they are playing well, but it’s still late afternoon, the night is young
- He’s constantly talking
- He also wears the headset, just like Subject Two’s his is secured together by duct tape
- “Shut the fuck up Blackballs. You don’t even know anything” he says to his roommate after he tries to give him advice
- He gets very mad when someone distracts him
- There is no carrying on a conversation when he’s gaming, maybe if it’s a good game ge can speak a little but the main focus is halo
- If he’s playing in “Team Slayer” mode- don’t even try talking- its top notch serious, he said it’s not about fun, it’s about doing good and winning then
- He won the games tonight, he is playing with Subject Two down the hall if I didn’t already mention that
- While playing he’s constantly coaching Subject Two, telling him what to do, informing Subject Two of what moves he’s going to make, where he’s going to go
- After winning this last game he gets up to stretch.
- His back hurts from sitting in the gamer position
- After this he immediately goes down to Subject Two’s room to yell at him for something/discuss the previous game
- He comes back and I observe one more game
- They are playing together again, but this game isn’t going as smoothly and the vulgar comments that come from his mouth are somewhat unfathomable
- Putting words together that don’t even mean anything or make any sense
- I knew Subject One had a “dirty mouth” but this is beyond anything I would have thought or expected
Surprised- the music! I don’t know what I was expecting, well actually I guess I do. I would have thought mostly rock and alternative, and maybe some classic rock. I never would have imagined country, techno, or pop. That would have been the last thing I expected, well right before rap.
Intrigued- how similar his room is to Subject Two and Subject Three’s. The set up is completely different, but the lighting, atmosphere, messiness, posters are all extremely comparable Disturbed- his language. I guess it didn’t really bother me considering when he said things I never would have thought to hear I found myself laughing, but then again its just disturbing that he says those things, and over a game. Some of the things he says are even inappropriate.